Starling Jones gridders cop powderpuff Crown; Rouse ruse empties freshman-laden Brown Jugs
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Jones avenged last year’s 20-0 Powderpuff defeat Sunday by wiping out the punchless Brown Jugs by a score of 14-2. In a game dominated by defense, the Jones Jockettes consistently stopped the inexperienced Brown offense.

Jane Starling, a four-year Jones Powderpuff veteran, ran for one touchdown and passed 32 yards for another. Miss Starling’s TD pass set a Powderpuff record for sneakiness.

The receiver, Pat Rouse, did not huddle on the play, but stood just within the sidelines unrecognized amidst a gaggle of Jones reserves. When the ball was snapped, Miss Rouse galloped into the open, took the pass from QB Starling, and was long gone before the startled Brown defenders could react.

**Lone Safety**

The Jug’s lone moment of glory came in the first quarter when Susie Abright nailed Miss Starling in the Jones endzone for a safety. The Jones juggernaut struck back quickly, however, and marched for a TD the next time they got the ball.

The drive was sparked by the running of LeAnne Schreiber and culminated in the ubiquitous Jane Starling’s 7-yard run.

Aside from Jones’ lonesome end pass, the second half was dominated by the defenses.

Jones’ ferocious front line, led by head-hunting defensive end Eileen Doyle, stymied the only Brown threat of the day at the Jones 22.

**Halftime**

Halftime festivities centered around a series of spellouts (SEX, EAT) by a group of exiles from the Rice Owls famous Per Capita Band led by Ron (“Gross-s-s”) Plasek.

Excitement was kept at a fever pitch throughout the game by Jones cheerleader Drs. Wann and Philpott, and Brown inciters Paul Spikes and Paul Lindsay. Lindsay and Spikes especially pleased the crowd with their unavailing V-for-Victory sign.